Calcium electroporation in three cell lines: a comparison of bleomycin and calcium, calcium compounds, and pulsing conditions
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A B S T R A C T

Background: Electroporation with calcium (calcium electroporation) can induce ATP depletion-associated cellular death. In the clinical setting, the cytotoxic drug bleomycin is currently used with electroporation (electrochemotherapy) for palliative treatment of tumors. Calcium electroporation offers several advantages over standard treatment options: calcium is inexpensive and may readily be applied without special precautions, as is the case with cytostatic drugs. Therefore, details on the use of calcium electroporation are essential for carrying out clinical trials comparing calcium electroporation and electrochemotherapy.

Methods: The effects of calcium electroporation and bleomycin electroporation (alone or in combination) were compared in three different cell lines (DC-3F, transformed Chinese hamster lung fibroblast; K-562, human leukemic; and murine Lewis Lung Carcinoma). Furthermore, the effects of electrical pulsing parameters and calcium compound on treatment efficacy were determined.

Results: Electroporation with either calcium or bleomycin significantly reduced cell survival (p < 0.0001), without evidence of a synergistic effect. Cellular death following calcium or bleomycin treatment occurred at similar applied voltages, suggesting that similar parameters should be applied. At equimolar concentrations, calcium chloride and calcium gluconate resulted in comparable decreases in cell viability.

Conclusions: Calcium electroporation and bleomycin electroporation significantly reduce cell survival at similar applied voltage parameters. The effect of calcium electroporation is independent of calcium compound.

General significance: This study strongly supports the use of calcium electroporation as a potential cancer therapy and the results may aid in future clinical trials.

© 2013 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction

Electroporation, where short, high voltage electric pulses induce permeabilisation of the cell membrane, is used in combination with chemotherapeutic drugs (electrochemotherapy) for local treatment of malignant tumors both in the clinical management of cancer [1–11] and in veterinarian medicine [12–14]. Over the years several novel agents have been applied in combination with electroporation (calcium electroporation), could eradicate tumors by inducing cellular death and tumor necrosis [20]. This finding suggests that calcium is a possible new agent for electroporation-based cancer therapy.

Numerous existing anti-cancer therapies affect calcium signaling, supporting the idea of calcium pathways as a target in cancer treatment [21,22]. Calcium is a ubiquitous second messenger and depending on time, place, amplitude, frequency, and duration, it is involved in several cellular processes, including cell death. Accordingly, calcium is tightly regulated within cells [23–27]. In eukaryotic cells, the cytosolic concentration of free calcium is approximately 10−7 M, a concentration that is very low compared to the extracellular concentration of approximately 10−3 M. This suggests that even a small influx of calcium will lead to a dramatic increase in intracellular calcium concentration [28]. By electroporating cells or tumors in the presence of calcium, the intracellular calcium concentration increases greatly, resulting in energy depletion [20], likely caused by direct ATP loss, increased ATP expenditure due to activity of the Ca2+-ATPase and other ATPases, as well as loss of ATP production.

Calcium electroporation has shown great efficacy when using reversible electroporation parameters (microsecond pulses) [20]. Alternative electroporation methods, such as irreversible electroporation or nanosecond pulse electroporation, have yet to be tested with calcium. Irreversible electroporation has been tested as an anti-cancer treatment.
[29] and its efficacy might be increased when combined with calcium injection. Nanosecond pulse electroporation has been shown to cause a transient increase in the intracellular calcium concentration by influx of calcium from the extracellular space, as well as calcium release from the endoplasmic reticulum [30,31]. Therefore, nanosecond pulse electroporation, which also has been tested as an anti-cancer treatment [32,33], might be potentiated by addition of calcium injection.

In the field of gene therapy, calcium electroporation may have yet another interesting perspective. When using electroporation-based gene electrotransfer, a particular tissue area (e.g. muscle) is used as host tissue for a transgene, which may encode a therapeutic protein. This protein can be excreted to the bloodstream to exert a systemic effect [34–39]. Several clinical trials have tested gene therapy in both humans [38] and animals [40–42]. As a method to terminate transgene expression, due to unexpected side effects or other reasons, calcium electroporation may be applied to the relevant tissues [43].

Before calcium electroporation can be implemented in the clinical setting, several things must be investigated: 1) the efficacy of calcium electroporation must be directly compared to bleomycin-based electrochemotherapy. Furthermore, a possible synergy between the effects of calcium and bleomycin must be explored. 2) Electroporation depends on electrical field induced membrane permeabilisation. As calcium ions are significantly smaller than bleomycin molecules, it would be of interest to test whether different electroporation parameters should be applied. Calcium electroporation has previously been tested using identical electric field strengths as those applied in electrochemotherapy [20,43]. 3) Calcium intended for injection is commercially available and routinely used at most hospitals. Two different calcium compounds, namely calcium chloride and calcium gluconate, are approved for clinical use. We therefore aim to compare both compounds in calcium electroporation.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Cell culturing

Three cell lines were used for the experiments, DC-3F, a transformed Chinese hamster lung fibroblast cell line; K-562, a human leukemia cell line; and Lewis Lung Carcinoma, a murine lung carcinoma cell line. The cell lines were mycoplasma-negative, tested using MycoAlert Mycoplasma Detection Kit (Lonza) prior to experiments. Cells were maintained in RPMI 1640 culture medium (Gibco, Invitrogen) with 10% fetal calf serum (Gibco, Invitrogen), penicillin, and streptomycin at 37 °C and 5% CO2.

2.2. Electroporation protocol

Following harvesting, cells were diluted in HEPES buffer (10 mM HEPES (Lonza), 250 mM sucrose and 1 mM MgCl2 in sterile water). This buffer not containing phosphate was used since calcium and...
phosphate precipitate. Subsequently, 270 μl 6.1 × 10⁶ cells/ml (cooled cells—approximately 8 °C) were electroporated in 4 mm cuvettes (Molecular BioProducts, Inc.) in the presence of 30 μl bleomycin (0–50 μM final concentration; Baxter Oncology GmbH), and/or calcium chloride (0–5 mM final concentration; prepared by SAD, Denmark), or calcium glubionate (1 mM final concentration; Calcium Sandoz, Novartis), or HEPES (controls). Electroporation parameters for DC-3F and K-562 were as follows: 8 pulses of 99 μs with 1.2 kV/cm and 1 Hz, and 8 pulses of 99 μs with 1.4 kV/cm and 1 Hz for Lewis Lung Carcinoma using a BTX T820 square wave electroporator (BTX Harvard Apparatus). Parameters for each cell line were optimized for high permeabilisation and low cellular death by electroporation alone. DC-3F cells were also electroporated at increasing electric field strength (0–1.6 kV/cm). After electroporation, cells incubated in 20 min at 37 °C and 5% CO₂ before being cultured in culture medium and being seeded in 96-well plates (3.1 × 10⁴ cells/100 μl).

2.3. Viability assay

Viability of the cells following treatment, with or without electroporation in the presence of bleomycin and/or calcium chloride, or calcium glubionate, was measured using MTT (3-(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenylocetrazolium bromide) assay as described previously [20]. Briefly, cell viability was measured by MTT assay after 1 day (19–24 h) and/or 2 days (43–47 h) of incubation using Multiskan-Ascent ELISA reader (Thermo Labsystems).

2.4. Statistical analyses

Two-way ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) with post-hoc least-squares-means test with Bonferroni correction was used to assess any differences between the groups. SAS 9.2 software (SAS Institute Inc.) was used for statistical analysis.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Comparison of the effect of calcium electroporation and bleomycin electroporation

Three different cell lines were used to compare the effect of calcium electroporation and bleomycin electroporation in vitro. We have previously identified a dose-dependent decrease (p < 0.0001) in the viability of all three cell lines treated with calcium electroporation, whereas no decrease in viability was seen in cells treated with calcium alone (Fig. 1A–B) [20]. Cells treated with bleomycin electroporation also showed a dose-dependent decrease in viability following treatment (p < 0.0001; Fig. 1C–D). The decrease in viability after treatment with calcium electroporation and bleomycin electroporation shows that similar effects can be achieved using these two treatment options. As expected, cells treated with bleomycin alone showed a significant decrease in viability (34–71% two days after treatment with 50 μM bleomycin, p < 0.0001) although not as dramatic as cells treated with bleomycin electroporation (89–96% two days after treatment with bleomycin electroporation) (Fig. 1D). The decrease in viability after treatment with bleomycin alone is consistent with previous publications [15,17,18]. Due to the difference in viability between cells treated with bleomycin alone and calcium alone, one could speculate that calcium electroporation will cause fewer side effects on surrounding normal tissues than bleomycin electroporation using intratumoral injection. However, further studies are required to elucidate the effect of calcium electroporation on the surrounding normal tissue.

In the present study, we found that in vitro calcium electroporation using 1 mM calcium induces a dramatic decrease in cell survival. Since the extracellular calcium concentration in tissue is 1 mM [28], it could therefore be assumed that no additional calcium is required for calcium electroporation in tissue. Interestingly, research has shown that electroporation alone has a limited effect in the clinic [14,44], suggesting that the addition of calcium is required for calcium electroporation in tissue. We hypothesize that the in vivo 1 mM calcium concentration reflects calcium, which may be bound to macromolecules, such as proteins. Therefore, much higher calcium concentration is required in vivo than in vitro. Furthermore, when injecting calcium intratumorally calcium will be diluted in plasma requiring injection of a higher calcium concentration than used in vitro.

3.2. Effect of electroporation with calcium and bleomycin in combination

In the present study, the effect of using sublethal doses of bleomycin and/or calcium together with electroporation was studied (Fig. 2). As shown in Fig. 2, cell survival decreased by 10–39% and by 40–52% after two days following treatment with calcium electroporation and bleomycin electroporation, respectively. Treatment with calcium–bleomycin electroporation reduced survival by 51–67% in all three cell lines at the applied doses (Fig. 2). The decrease in survival after calcium–bleomycin electroporation seemed additive following 1 day incubation (data not shown), as well as following 2 days of incubation (Fig. 2). Further experiments are required to quantify the exact effects of the combined treatment. Bleomycin is a glycopeptidic antibiotic agent that cleaves DNA, resulting in single-strand and double-strand breaks [45]. Therefore, calcium electroporation and bleomycin electroporation induce cellular death independently by principally different mechanisms, which in turn, could explain observed additive effect.

3.3. Testing the effect of different calcium compounds and electric field strength

The voltage dependency of bleomycin and calcium, as well as the importance of the calcium compound (calcium chloride and calcium glubionate) was tested 1 day after treatment using the DC-3F cell line (Fig. 3). The selected calcium and bleomycin concentrations (1 mM

Fig. 2. Calcium–bleomycin electroporation. Cell viability measured by MTT assay 2 days after treatment of three different cell lines (DC-3F, a transformed Chinese hamster lung fibroblast cell line; K-562, a human leukemia cell line; and Lewis Lung Carcinoma (LLC), a murine lung carcinoma cell line) with electroporation alone, calcium electroporation, bleomycin electroporation, or calcium–bleomycin electroporation. Results are illustrated as percentage of control (electroporated alone), mean ± S.D., n = 6, ns = not significant, ** depicts p < 0.01, **** depicts p < 0.0001.

The voltage dependency of bleomycin and calcium, as well as the importance of the calcium compound (calcium chloride and calcium glubionate) was tested 1 day after treatment using the DC-3F cell line (Fig. 3). The selected calcium and bleomycin concentrations (1 mM

Fig. 3. Voltage dependency of bleomycin and calcium. The voltage dependency of bleomycin and calcium, as well as the importance of the calcium compound (calcium chloride and calcium glubionate) was tested 1 day after treatment using the DC-3F cell line (Fig. 3). The selected calcium and bleomycin concentrations (1 mM

and 10 μM, respectively) were chosen as cell survival was below 25% at these concentrations 1 day post-electroporation (Fig. 1A and C).

Cell survival decreased with increasing voltages applied during electroporation with bleomycin or calcium. At 0 kV/cm (no electroporation), cell viability was 23–26% lower following bleomycin treatment when compared to calcium treatment (Fig. 3A). Therefore, a direct comparison was not possible without adjusting for the percentage of viable cells at 0 kV/cm. In Fig. 3B, this adjustment was performed. This analysis revealed that the effect of the applied voltage is similar in the calcium and bleomycin electroporation treatment groups, suggesting that a similar ratio of applied voltage to electrode distance (kV/cm) should be used for calcium electroporation and for bleomycin electroporation.

To test whether different calcium compounds had similar effects on cell survival following electroporation, calcium chloride or calcium gluconate was applied in electroporation. As seen in Fig. 3, no statistical significant difference (p = 1.00) in the effect of calcium electroporation using calcium chloride or calcium gluconate was observed when compared on a molar level of calcium.

This finding suggests that both clinically available calcium compounds can be used for calcium electroporation. Interestingly, this experiment also revealed no change in viability after treatment with calcium alone, unlike after treatment with bleomycin alone (Fig. 3A), indicating a lower toxicity of calcium to non-electroporated cells.

As only cell survival was tested, and not calcium influx, we were unable to conclude whether calcium influx happens at lower voltages. If calcium influx occurs at voltages below 0.8 kV/cm, the cells appear to be able to re-establish ion homeostasis, reflected by cell survival rates similar to untreated cells (Fig. 3).

4. Conclusions

Calcium electroporation has previously been shown as an effective anti-cancer treatment. The current study addressed several central questions that will arise during the planning of clinical or veterinary trials. Calcium electroporation is equally as potent as bleomycin electroporation in inducing cellular death. Based on in vitro experiments, it became evident that similar electric field strengths should be applied when using calcium or bleomycin in electroporation-based therapy. This finding facilitates future clinical calcium electroporation testing, as the electric field strengths used in bleomycin electroporation are the parameters commonly used in clinical practice [3].

Finally, the effect of calcium electroporation was independent of calcium compound (calcium chloride or calcium gluconate) when compared on a molar level. Therefore, both clinically available calcium compounds can be applied in calcium electroporation.
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